Dear Editor I was pleased to find two research articles on the Paula method written by Bo et al. [1] and Resende et al. [2] . I agree with the authors that pelvic floor muscle training (PFMT) is effective and should be recommended as level A evidence for pelvic floor dysfunction. However, I would like to comment on the present research and explain some of the issues which I believe are not clearly understood.
Both researchers chose reliable tools: ultrasound and electromyography. However, the validity is questionable. Are these tools suitable to assess the Paula method? PFM strength is not a desirable outcome of Paula exercises, unlike in simple PFMT. So, despite having used reliable tools, both studies missed the main goal of the Paula method and chose to measure an inappropriate outcome.
The researchers each picked either one [1] or several [2] exercises and measured PFM strength results immediately following exercise [1] or 40 min thereafter [2] . This is a very limited time for Paula method intervention and unacceptable for any other method of exercise. Is it logical to assess yoga or tai chi after only one session? As in other physical activity methods, Paula exercise does not provide immediate results. Contracting the eyes/mouth and the PFM co-contraction is not a reflex; training is required. After a training period, the trainee begins to feel that these muscles can work together and naturally integrate with PFMT.
The Paula instructor gave the trainee an "open order," e.g., "open and close the mouth." Other muscles may or may not join in, depending on how the trainee feels. The cocontraction can be fast or it may take a long time. The theory behind the method is not as yet clear, as has been mentioned in the literature. Translational research is acceptable, even in situations where the theory behind it is not fully understood but can be found in the medical literature.
Any research in the field needs to involve a certified Paula instructor who has an in-depth understanding of the method, as was done in a recent publication in this journal. There, a comparison was made between PFMT and Pilates [3] , using certified Pilates instructors (with a timeframe of 24 weeks), in contrast to the present research [1, 2] .
Both groups [1, 2] perceive the Paula method as "PFMT plus" and not as an independent method, as it should be.
